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Abstract: 

Despite the progress made in the field of corpus linguistics, the use 
of corpora is relatively scarce in language pedagogy (Krieger, 
2003). However, the effectiveness of using corpus-based activities 
in teaching English has been supported by researchers (Vannestal 
and Lindquist, 2007). This paper discusses the potential of using a 
corpus-aided discovery learning (CADL) approach in TEFL 
settings, particularly in teaching collocations (i.e. habitual 
cooccurrences of lexical items). There is consensus that the study 
of collocations is vital for developing language skills and fostering 
fluency and accuracy (e.g. Biber et al.,1999; McEnery & Wilson, 
2001; McAlpine & Myles, 2003) since competence in a language 
undoubtedly involves collocational knowledge (Herbst, 1996: 389). 
Evidently, learners’ knowledge of collocations is quite important 
(Kita and Ogata, 1997: 230) and is needed for effective sentence 
generation (Smadja and McKeown, 1990) and avoidance of errors 
(McAlpine and Myles, 2003: 75). In this paper, we argue that using 
a CADL approach and involving learners in corpus-based activities 
in the study of collocations would extend their lexicon. To support 
this argument, the researchers initiated an experiment applying a 
CADL approach to the teaching of vocabulary, particularly 
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collocations, in the Faculty of Education, Tanta University, Egypt. 
20 third-year students were introduced to the BNC1 web and were 
given a hands-on session on how to use the BNC. Then, learners 
were asked to look at the concordances of the most frequent 10 
nouns in the BNC, namely: ‘time’, ‘people’, ‘way’, ‘years’, ‘year’, 
‘work’, ‘government’, ‘day’, ‘man’, and ‘world’; to decide which 
adjectives most frequently occur with these nouns; to extract 
collocates for each noun; and to discuss their findings with their 
colleagues. This is followed by a number of exercises in which 
students use the collocates they have found. The aim of the study, 
or as Chambers (2007) and Mukherjee (2004) call it ‘task’, is to 
‘popularise’ the work with corpus data in TEFL settings. Hence, 
language learners would not rely solely on the teacher but would 
deal with corpora on their own under the teacher's guidance and 
find out about language patterning and the behaviour of words and 
phrases in an ‘autonomous’ way (Bernardini, 2002: 165). 
 
Keywords 
Corpus Linguistics, Collocation, Vocabulary teaching, corpus-
aided discovery learning (CADL) 
 

  

                                                 
1The British National Corpus (BNC) was originally created by Oxford 
University press in the 1980s - early 1990s, and it contains 100 million 
words of text texts from a wide range of genres (e.g. spoken, fiction, 
magazines, newspapers, and academic). 
 https://www.english-corpora.org/bnc/ 
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الزمات  ر ال ة في ت ونات اللغ ال م  ع افي ال عل االس ام ال اس
ة لغة أج ة  ل ر اللغة االن اق ت ة في ن   اللف

ة:  اللغة الع ل    ال
ر اللغات أمً  ة في ت ونات اللغ ام ال م ا نادرً ع اس ق ا رغ ال

ونات اللغ زه عل ال وا ال ال اح اح أك ا، فإن  م ال ة. ومع ه
ر اللغة  ة في ت ونات اللغ ة تع علي ال ام أن ة اس علي فاعل
م  ع افي ال عل االس ام ال ة اس ان ا ال ام اق في ه ة. ن ل االن
ة وخاصة في  لغة أج ة  ل ر اللغة االن اق ت ة في ن ونات اللغ عل ال

ة ت ل ل اللغة االن ة  ونات اللغ م ال ة. تق الزمات اللف ر ال
ج إتفاق  قل. ی عل ال ع ال ق ت راسي وفي نف ال ل ال ة الي الف اق ال
اء  ة في ت مهارات اللغة وث الزمات اللف ة دراسة ال اء علي أه ب العل

الب  اج ال ة.  قة اللغ القة وال اج ال ة الن الزمات اللف ن ال عل أن ی
اول أن ن  ، ن ا ال اء. في ه ا ل األخ ة وأ ة وأك فعال ل سل ج
ة ع  دمج  ونات اللغ عل ال م  ع افي ال عل االس ام ال أن اس
وته  د الي زادة ث ف ی ة س ونات اللغ ة تع علي ال الب في أن ال

عل علي اللغ  اه في ال ا االت ا ب ه ا ق دات. وله ف ال  ٢٠ة م ال
ة ة ال ل ة في  ل ق اللغة االن ة  ال قة ال الفعل مع  –في الف ا. و جامعة 

الزمات  ی م ال ا الع ة واك الب في االن مج ال راسي ان ل ال ة الف نها
داته ا اء مف ة وم ث ت اث ة.اللف   للغ

ة: اح ف ات ال ل   ال
عل  دات، ال ف ر ال ة، ت الزمات اللف ة، ال ونات اللغ عل ال

ة ونات اللغ ال م  ع افي ال   .االس
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1. Introduction 

Corpora can have a huge impact on language teaching due 
to its ability to present statistically proven evidence of language 
use. Hence, there is a growing tendency to incorporate corpora in 
language teaching (Johansson, 2009; Leńko-Szymańska, 2014). 
From this perspective, this paper explores the potential of using 
corpus-based activities in TEFL settings, particularly in the study 
of English vocabulary (Johns, 1991a; Leech, 1997; Carter, 1998). 
Indeed, the ultimate aim of this paper is to highlight the 
pedagogical usefulness of corpora for vocabulary teaching and 
learning, and for developing in students some basic lifelong 
learning skills (European Framework for Key Competences 20182). 

 

Corpus Linguistics  

A corpus can be defined as a large collection of machine-
readable, authentic written and/or spoken texts that acts as a 
representative sample of a particular language or variety of 
language (McEnery, Xiao and Tono, 2006). Corpus linguistics, 
considered as a ‘new enterprise’ or way of thinking about 
language, can be used as a tool to carry out empirical studies on 
language. It provides a perspective on natural occurring language 
that sets it apart from intuition-based approaches which rely on the 
overt judgement of an individual about the language (Leech, 1992; 
Conrad, 2000; Teubert, 2005). 

In recent years, Corpus Linguistics has begun to play a chief 
role in various areas such as discourse analysis (Ibrahim, 2014b; 
Krishnamurthy, 1996; Teubert, 2007), translation studies (Bassnett, 
2002; Laviosa, 2002), sociolinguistics (Baker, 2010) and stylistics 
(Ibrahim, 2013, 2014a; Semino and Short, 2004; Wynne, 2005). 
Corpora provides researchers an access to ‘real world’ texts and 
corpus-based analysis which facilitates naturalistic linguistic 

                                                 
2 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52018SC0014&from=EN 
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investigation. Corpus analysis software and machine-readable 
corpora make it possible for researchers to investigate huge 
amounts of data at a significantly lesser time with the highest 
degree of accuracy.   

The term ‘corpus’, which is originally a Latin word meaning 
‘a body’, is a collection of texts (a ‘body’ of language) stored in an 
electronic database. Corpus Linguistics is mainly concerned with 
studying how language (spoken or written or both) is used in 
natural occurring settings such as everyday conversations, 
newspapers, online communications, spontaneous telephone 
conversations ... etc (Adolphs and Lin, 2011: 597). It is the study 
of language based on examples of authentic language use, 
collected, stored and processed via a computer. It can be defined as 
"a collection of texts assumed to be representative of a given 
language, dialect, or other subset of a language" (Francis, 1982: 7); 
“an unexciting phenomenon, a helluva lot of text, stored on a 
computer” (Leech, 1992); “a collection of naturally-occurring 
language text, chosen to characterize a state or a variety of 
language” (Sinclair, 1991); a finite-sized body of machine-readable 
text, sampled in order to be maximally representative of the 
language variety under consideration’ (McEnery and Wilson, 2001: 
32); “a collection of pieces of language text in electronic form, 
selected according to external criteria to represent, as far as 
possible, a language or language variety as a source of data for 
linguistic research” (Sinclair, 2004); and as ‘‘large bodies of 
machine-readable text containing thousands or millions of words’’ 
(Baker et al., 2006: 48).  

Linguists tend to use a number of software packages in 
corpus analysis such as Mike Scott’s Wordsmith Tools 5 (Scott, 
2008). These software packages offer corpus analysts a wide 
variety of functions and enable them to investigate corpora in a 
more reliable way. Hunston (2002: 3) observes that ‘a corpus does 
not contain new information about language, but the software 
offers us a new perspective on the familiar.’ These software 
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packages, which are based on the premise that corpora are sets of 
machine-readable texts which can be searched quickly, offer 
various facilities e.g. keywords, concordances, frequency lists, and 
collocations. This study is mainly interested in the notion of 
collocation.  

Collocation is a highly significant technique that is used 
widely in corpus analysis. J. R. Firth (1957), one of the pioneers in 
the field of Linguistics, was the first to explore the notion of 
collocation, arguing that ‘[y]ou shall know a word by the company 
it keeps’ (Firth, 1957: 179), and thus inspiring corpus linguists to 
use this phenomenon in its full sense (McEnery & Wilson, 2001: 
23-24). Furthermore, Firth (1957: 14) suggested that pairs of words 
are considered collocates when they show a strong mutual 
attraction. Sinclair (1987c) and Stubbs (1996) suggested that all 
lexical items have collocations. That is why Sinclair (1987b) 
suggested that collocates are ‘words which co-occur significantly 
with headwords.’ For example, among the verbs which may 
accompany the noun ‘kiss’ would be want, return, steal, or give. 
The notion of collocation was employed in designing learner 
dictionaries such as COBUILD (Sinclair, 1987a) and the Oxford 
Collocations Dictionary. Strictly speaking, there are two major 
factors which should be taken into account when addressing 
collocates in order to distinguish between chance pairings and 
significant collocates: (1) the circumstances under which co-
occurring items are attracted and hence, they are said to be 
collocates, and (2) the quantitative techniques (statistical 
techniques) which measure the strength of attraction between 
collocates. 

 

Corpus Linguistics and Language Pedagogy  

The use of a corpus-based approach in language pedagogy is 
particularly interesting for the purposes of this paper. It should be 
noted that the use of corpus-based activities in pedagogical settings 
has gained prominence since the mid-1980s because corpus 
analysis can be illuminating 'in virtually all branches of linguistics 
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or language learning' (Leech, 1997: 9; Biber, Conrad & Reppen, 
1998: 11).  

The upsurge of interest in applying the findings of corpus-
based research to language pedagogy is evidenced in the amount of 
scholarly work and publications on the topic of teaching and 
language corpora. Examples include Wichmann, Fligelstone, 
McEnery and Knowles (1997), Partington (1998), Bernardini 
(2000), Burnard and McEnery (2000), Aston (2001), Ghadessy, 
Henry and Roseberry (2001), Granger, Hung and Petch-Tyson 
(2002), Hunston (2002), Kettemann and Marko (2002, 2006), 
Sinclair (2003, 2004), Aston, Bernardini and Stewart (2004), 
Mishan (2005), Nesselhauf (2005), Römer (2005), Braun, Kohn 
and Mukherjee (2006), Gavioli (2006), Scott and Tribble (2006), 
Hidalgo, O’Keeffe, McCarthy and Carter (2007), Quereda and 
Santana (2007), Aijmer (2009) and Campoy, Gea-valor and Belles-
Fortuno (2010).  

The interest of corpus linguists in the applications of 
corpus-based research in the English language classroom (Burnard 
and McEnery, 2000; Aston, 2001) has led to the initiation of the 
COBUILD project (and consequently, the production of a new 
generation of learner dictionaries) (Sinclair, 1987a), and the early 
coinage of the notion of 'data-driven learning' (Johns, 1991a). 
However, one must admit that the influence of applying corpus-
linguistic research on English language teaching is still relatively 
rare and unexploited since 'not many teachers seem to be using 
corpora in their classrooms' (Tribble, 2000: 31).  

The computer-assisted corpus-based analysis of data, 
especially by means of extracting wordlists, frequencies, keywords, 
collocations and concordances offered by corpus-linguistic 
software packages such as WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2008) opens up 
entirely new perspectives for linguistic analysis: '[t]he corpus is 
stored in such a way that it can be analysed non-linearly, and both 
quantitatively and qualitatively' (Hunston, 2002: 2). The use of 
corpus-based approaches in TEFL settings has the potential for two 
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major effects upon the professional life of teachers of English 
language:  

Firstly, corpora lead to new descriptions of a 
language, so that the content of what the language 
teacher is teaching is perceived to change in radical 
ways […]. Secondly, corpora themselves can be 
exploited to produce language teaching materials, and 
can form the basis for new approaches to syllabus 
design and to methodology. (Hunston, 2002: 137) 

 

2. The Contribution of Corpus Linguistics to Language 
Pedagogy  

 

Corpus linguistics is considered to be an approach to the 
study of language rather than a branch of linguistics (Gries, 2009).  
The approach, which focuses on the analysis of authentic samples 
of language use, has an impact on language teaching, particularly 
in syllabus design, teaching materials (dictionaries and books) and 
classroom activities (Krieger, 2003). With regard to classroom 
activities, its use is not widespread in EFL classes and tends to be 
mainly confined to a very small number of university teachers. 
This paper presents a corpus-based task which exploits corpora for 
vocabulary teaching and learning. It aims to discuss the potential of 
corpus work in the learning of English vocabulary as well as in the 
development of some of the key life-long learning skills. The 
corpus-based approach to learning promotes the development of 
some basic skills for lifelong learning (European Framework for 
Key Competences, 2018) by encouraging students to be active 
learners in the classroom and to apply their critical thinking to the 
study of vocabulary. In this sense, the corpus-based approach to 
learning vocabulary dedicates a special emphasis to two key 
aspects: autonomous learning (students’ ability to learn 
independently) and the study of authentic language use (which 
enhances the ability and the skill to communicate in English). In 
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addition, it introduces new technologies in the classroom (thus, 
enhancing the students’ digital competence), which matches the 
21st century spirit of digital empowerment.  

The use of corpora in language teaching has many benefits 
including the following:  

 providing learners with more accurate descriptions of 
language than those based on intuitions  

 exposing learners to contextualized, meaningful language in 
‘real’ usages 

 providing learners with examples of specific 
registers/genres of language  

 exposing learners to non-textbook language patterns  

 giving learners access to a much larger language sample 
than classes can normally provide  

 

Corpora can be used in teaching vocabulary (word meanings 
in context, combinations/collocations, parts of speech, common 
expressions, differences in meaning), grammar (differences 
between similar forms, how forms are used in context), pragmatics 
(greetings, genre features and their cultural meanings - e.g. job 
letters, CVs, personal letters, etc.). An example of these studies can 
be seen in Tsui (2005). Amy Tsui used a corpus compiled from 
TeleNex website 1993-2005 to support ESL teachers in Hong 
Kong. She dealt with lots of questions about commonly confused 
words, use of sentence connectives, count vs non-count nouns, 
number agreement, etc. Examples include: big vs large,  finally vs 
lastly,  and less than vs fewer than. She argued that accurate 
information about usage can be obtained from corpus data. 

Acquisition of language and linguistic competence as well 
as language learning awareness can best be realised through tasks 
which encourage learners not to focus explicitly on the structure 
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and the rules of the new language. Learners will acquire the form 
of the foreign language because they are engaged in exploring 
aspects of the target language on the basis of authentic content. 
They are involved in learner-centred activities and are motivated to 
exploit tools rather than ready-made learning materials. This kind 
of learning, which may be dubbed data-driven learning or task-
based learning, involves the use of new technology to enhance 
language learning, the focus on real tasks and activities, and the 
exploitation of authentic materials. The exploitation of corpus 
methods in data-driven learning or task-based learning has given 
rise to what is known as corpus-aided discovery learning (CADL). 
The CADL approach entails encouraging learners to take the role 
of language researchers by systematically engaging in discovery 
learning (Gavioli, 2000) and in learning how to learn through 
observations, analyses, interpretations, and presentations of 
language-use patterns in corpus data. 

 

Corpus-Aided Discovery Learning (CADL) 

 

Educators have advocated a variety of active learning 
approaches believing that these approaches encourage learners to 
be more autonomous, to discover for themselves, and to be more 
engaged in the educational process which would eventually have 
an impact on achieving the intended learning outcomes (ILOs). 
Examples of these active learning approaches include problem-
based, inquiry-based, experiential, and discovery learning. These 
approaches agree on using group work, hands-on experience, and 
social interaction to enhance students' ability to discover new 
concepts on their own. However, there is a debate as to the mount 
of guidance students need to support their efficacy, especially for 
novice learners (e.g., Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark, 2006). Many 
educators believe that effective learning requires teachers' guidance 
and intervention to ensure that students are kept on the task with a 
clear focus on the learning objectives. Hence, active learning 
approaches are more supported by educators when they provide an 
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active role for the teacher and an opportunity to intervene (Mayer, 
2004). From this perspective, teachers and students share 
responsibility for the efficacy of the learning process and the 
achievement of the ILOs.  

Corpus-aided discovery learning makes the most of corpora 
as learning aids. This approach is associated with Tim Johns and 
with his work on data-driven learning (DDL) (Johns, 1991b). 
Indeed, “the hands-on use of authentic corpus data […] for 
inductive, self-directed language learning […] empowering 
learners to explore language corpora and come to their own 
conclusions (Boulton, 2011: 571). Bernardini (2004a) argues that 
inductive learning from corpora is more effective than explicit 
instruction for the acquisition of specific language structures. She 
also emphasized, through the Learner as Traveler metaphor, the 
importance of focusing on the learning experience itself: the 
learner is a traveler and the focus should be on the learning 
experience, the voyage, rather than its destination. When guided by 
the teacher, corpus-aided discovery learning (CADL) in Teaching 
English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) settings would involve 
students in active learning, since this approach requires teachers to 
guide students in their endeavour to conduct research, discover, 
and reflect on various aspects of English.   

This approach appears to be potentially well-suited for 
TEFL learners for the following reasons (Bernardini, 2016; 
Flowerdew, 2015). First, it is learner-centered and autonomy-
promoting, which is quite valuable in TEFL context particularly for 
learners at advanced levels (Nunan, 1988). CADL is “fully 
adaptable to the learner’s individual needs and preferences [,] 
where the learner has an ability to select from an unrestrictive 
range of responses, or even to come up with responses not 
envisaged by the teacher” (Leech, 1997: 11-12). Second, CADL is 
an inductive process which is meant to favour the noticing of 
patterns (Schmidt, 2010), including collocational patternings 
(Sinclair,1996), and to demonstrate the effect of context of 
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situation and context of culture on such patternings (Halliday and 
Mathiessen, 2014). Third, CADL is a form of communicative 
learning whereby knowledge is “co-constructed through 
collaborative dialogue and negotiation with guidance and support 
mediated by the teacher or student” (Flowerdew, 2015: 19). It is 
proposed by many academics that the CADL approach could 
indeed contribute to the development of various competences that 
would enhance students' capacity for lifelong learning including: 
thematic competence (learning to search for information), 
technological competence (learning to use electronic software) and 
information mining competence (developing strategies for 
extracting terminology and phraseology, evaluating sources, etc.) 
(EMT Expert Group, 2017; Bernardini, 2016). 

 

3. Methodology 

 

This study seeks to answer the following research question:  

Would the use of corpus-aided discovery 
learning activities have an impact on 
extending the scope of students' vocabulary? 

 

Participants 

This study, an experiment involving corpus-aided discovery 
learning, was conducted on 20 third-year students in the 
Department of Foreign Languages (English Programme), Faculty 
of Education, Tanta University.  The participants were enrolled in a 
course entitled 'Introduction to Linguistics', taught by the first 
author. The number of students enrolled for this course was about 
300 students. Students were informed of the nature of the 
experiment and how computer software would be used as a tool to 
explore language patterns. Students were excited about using new 
methods in learning English vocabulary and were really eager to 
improve their English language. More than 120 students 
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volunteered for the experiment. 20 students were randomly 
selected from the volunteers. The group included 12 females and 8 
males between 20 and 22 years old. All students have, on average, 
an intermediate English proficiency level, based on a paper-based 
placement test.  The research was conducted in the first semester of 
the academic year 2018-2019.  

 

Instruments 

The tools which were administered to collect relevant data 
for this study include pre- and post- vocabulary tests. The 
researchers developed two equivalent forms of vocabulary tests 
(fill-in-the-gap activity); one was used as a pre-test and the other as 
a post-test.  The activity included ten questions, as seen in Table 1. 
The participants were provided with 10 nouns (the most frequent 
nouns in the BNC) and were asked to fill in each blank with one or 
more adjectives. 

1. -------- time  2. -------- people  

3. -------- way  4. -------- years  

5. -------- year  6. -------- work  

7.--------  government  8. -------- day  

9. -------- man  10. ------- world  

 

Table 1 Pre- and post- tests: Fill-in-the-gap activity 

Validation of study instruments 

To verify validity and reliability of the pre- and post-tests, 
they were piloted on the control group (N=20). Statistical analyses 
of Pearson Correlation coefficients rendered high equivalent 
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reliability values of 0.91. As for inter-rater reliability, two raters 
reached an agreement level as high as 0.98% on students’ scores. 

 

Procedures of the Study 

The procedures of the study were as follows: 

1. The 20 participants were asked to take part in a ‘fill-in-the-
gap’ activity in which they would provide the adjectives 
which (they think) tend to come with the following nouns 
(the most frequent 10 nouns in the BNC): ‘time’, ‘people’, 
‘way’, ‘years’, ‘year’, ‘work’, ‘government’, ‘day’, ‘man’, 
and ‘world’. (Pre-test) 

2. The 20 participants were divided into groups of four. 
3. Each group was equipped with a computer desktop with an 

Internet connection to work on the online corpus, the BNC.  
4. The participants were introduced to the BNC web and were 

given a hands-on session on how to use the BNC.  
5. They were asked to extract the most frequent 10 nouns in 

the BNC. 
6. They were asked to look at the concordances of each noun. 
7. They were asked to decide if there were certain adjectives 

which tend to occur more frequently with each noun, 
through examining the concordances.  

8. They were introduced to the concept of collocation. 
9. They were trained on how to extract collocates from the 

BNC. 
10. Each student was asked to take part in a fill-in-the-gap 

activity which requires him/her to insert 5 possible 
collocates for each noun. (Post-test) 

11. This is followed by a number of exercises.  
Data Analysis  

The paired samples T-test3 was used to identify the 
difference between the score of the student groups in pre- and post-

                                                 
3 You can compare the means of two groups with a two-sample t-test. If 
you have two groups with paired observations (e.g., before and after 
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tests (i.e., a fill-in-the-gap activity which was conducted before and 
after the task). The results reveal the effect of using CADL on 
extending the participants’ scope of vocabulary, where the 
significance threshold was set at 0.01. Descriptive statistics were 
performed to provide an overview about the students' scores in the 
pre- and post-tests.  Relevant data to the effect of using CADL are 
provided in the table below. 

  

                                                                                                                       
measurements), use the paired t-test. Each type of t-test uses a specific 
procedure to boil all of your sample data down to one value, the t-value. 
The calculations behind t-values compare your sample mean(s) to the 
null hypothesis and incorporates both the sample size and the variability 
in the data. A specific t-distribution is defined by its degrees of freedom 
(DF), a value closely related to sample size. Therefore, different t-
distributions exist for every sample size.  
https://blog.minitab.com/blog/adventures-in-statistics-2/understanding-t-
tests-t-values-and-t-distributions 
Calculating a t-test requires three key data values. They include the 
difference between the mean values from each data set (called the mean 
difference), the standard deviation of each group, and the number of data 
values of each group. The t-test produces two values as its output: t-
value and degrees of freedom. The t-value is a ratio of the difference 
between the mean of the two sample sets and the variation that exists 
within the sample sets. While the numerator value (the difference 
between the mean of the two sample sets) is straightforward to calculate, 
the denominator (the variation that exists within the sample sets) can 
become a bit complicated depending upon the type of data values 
involved. The denominator of the ratio is a measurement of the 
dispersion or variability. Higher values of the t-value, also called t-score, 
indicate that a large difference exists between the two sample sets. The 
smaller the t-value, the more similarity exists between the two sample 
sets. A large t-score indicates that the groups are different. A small t-
score indicates that the groups are similar. 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/t-test.asp 
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Test N M SD df t Sig. 

Pre 20 12.4 2.7  

35 

 

35.215

 

0.000 Post 20 28.7 1.2 

 

Table 2 T-test value for the pre- and post- tests for the Treatment Group 

 
As	 Table	 2	 shows,	 the	mean	 scores	were	 12.4	 and	

28.7,	the	standard	deviations	were	2.7	and	1.2	for	the	pre‐	
and	post‐	tests,	respectively,	with	df	=	35,	t	=	35.215,	and	
p <0.01.	 	 In	 other	words,	 results	 of	 the	 t‐test	 for	 paired	
samples	verify	the	significant	effect	of	using	corpus‐based	
activities	on	extending	the	scope	of	students'	vocabulary.		

 

4. Discussion 

The participants' answers for the ‘fill-in-the-gap’ pro-test 
are shown in Tables 3 and 4 below.  
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  time people way years year 

S1 great great best past new 

S2 great good effective recent last 

S3 swift  nosey 

 

easy 

 

running final 

S4 good bad easy long final 

S5 good 

 

good  

 

long  

 

long  

 

long  

S6 good good short previous beautiful 

S7 short rich best few 24 

S8 busy famous 

 

organized sixty new 

S9 good poor right  long  Leap 

S10 nice poor best few last 

S11 hard great best few new 

S12 hard evil best twenty previous 

S13 good good easy few last 

S14 bad famous short Ten  new 

S15 good  good  best  few  new 

S16 hard great best happy New 

S17 great rich effective  long new 

S18 bad rich best few  last 

S19 short rich  best three  new 

S20 busy poor best long last 

Table 3 The students' pre-test answers for the most frequent nouns 

in the BNC 1-5 
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  work government day man world 

S1 good good long tall modern 

S2 hard new good handsome modern 

S3 hard 
 

powerful 
 

hot 
 

handsome 
 

developing  

S4 hard democratic good strong small 

S5 hard  
 

powerful  long  
 

old  
 

new 

S6 hard new Bad old modern 

S7 much fantastic hot smart small 

S8 hard democratic bad old universal 

S9 hard strong hot good  whole  
S10 hard powerful  long handsome  whole 

S11 good 
 

 good happy great whole 

S12 creative democratic bad handsome wonderful 

S13 hard democratic  hot tall modern 

S14 hard powerful long old third 

S15  hard  strong  hot  big whole 

S16 social strong hot handsome third 

S17 hard powerful  hot strong modern 

S18 hard strong long strong whole 

S19 hard  powerful long handsome modern 
S20 hard democratic  special strong whole 

Table 4 The students' pre-test answers for the most frequent nouns 
in the BNC 6-10 
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We notice the students' tendency to use the same adjectives 
with the nouns such as 'good', 'great' and 'hard' with time; 'good', 
'great', 'poor' and 'rich' with people; 'best' and 'easy' with way; 'few' 
and 'long' with years; 'last' and 'new' with year; 'hard' with work;  
'democratic', 'powerful' and 'strong' with government; 'hot' and 
'long' with day; 'handsome', 'old' and 'strong' with man; 'whole' and 
'modern' with world. This may be taken as indicative of the limited 
set of adjectives the participants use in the company of these 
nouns.   

After being introduced to the BNC, participants were 
required to extract the most frequent nouns in the BNC. The 
frequencies of the most frequent nouns in the BNC are as follows: 
‘time’ (152502 hits), ‘people’ (121591 hits), ‘way’ (95701 hits), 
‘years’ (88571 hits), ‘year’ (73013 hits), ‘work’ (89319 hits), 
‘government’ (61798 hits), ‘day’ (60039 hits), ‘man’ (58748 hits), 
and ‘world’ (57447 hits). Due to the large number of hits for each 
noun, we thinned the results to 100 concordances, i.e. reduced the 
number of results that are displayed through random selection. 
Then, participants were provided with the random selection of 100 
concordances for each noun and asked to examine them and 
identify the adjectives that occur with each noun. The participants 
could identify the adjectives preceding each of the 10 nouns. They 
were required to answer the following question:  

What are the adjectives that tend to come (occur 
frequently) with the selected nouns after 
investigating the concordances? Give 5 adjectives! 

It should be noted that participants' answers were identical, as 
shown in Table 5 below, since they were provided with a printout 
of the same random collection of concordances.  
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 Noun Adjectives– after investigating the concordances 
1 Time  same – first – long – last – short 
2 People young – older – disabled –local – homeless 
3 Way same – long – best – only – easiest  
4 Years two – five – ten – recent – past   
5 Year last – next – earlier – previous – following 
6 Work hard – social – part-time – pioneering – recent 
7 Government local– central– conservative– British –national  
8 Day next – following – same – first – previous 
9 Man young – old – tall – big –poor – handsome 
10 World third – second – real – first – modern 
Table 5 The students' extraction of the adjectives collocating with the most 

frequent 10 nouns in the BNC from a random selection of concordances 
 

Participants were instructed on how to use the Collocate 
function on the BNC and were asked to use it for each noun, as 
shown in Figures 1-10 below.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 A screenshot of the collocates of Time in the BNC 
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Figure 2 A screenshot of the collocates of people in the BNC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3 A screenshot of the collocates of way in the BNC 
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Figure 4 A screenshot of the collocates of years in the BNC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 A screenshot of the collocates of year in the BNC 
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Figure 6 A screenshot of the collocates of work in the BNC 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 7 A screenshot of the collocates of government in the BNC 
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Figure 8 A screenshot of the collocates of day in the BNC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9 A screenshot of the collocates of man in the BNC 
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Figure 10 A screenshot of the collocates of world in the BNC 

Participants were then asked to extract the collocations; 
examine the list of the (100) most statistically significant collocates 
with each noun; and extract the adjectives from each list, see Table 
6. 
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 Noun Collocating adjectives  
1 Time same – first – long – last – short – next – second  
2 People young – other – elderly – older – disabled – ordinary – 

local – unemployed – handicapped – working – 
homeless – different  

3 Way same – long – best – only – easiest – wrong – effective 
4 Years two – five – three – ten – recent – past – four – last – 

twenty – next – seven – thirty – hundred – several – 
eight – fifteen – fifty – earlier – early – previous   

5 Year last – next – earlier – previous – following – million – 
first – new – financial – billion – past – same – fiscal – 
second – third – current    

6 Work  hard – social – part-time – art – pioneering – recent – 
voluntary – ethic    

7 Government  local – central – Labour – conservative – federal – 
British – coalition – national – interim – provisional – 
new – transitional – elected  

8 Day every – next – one – following – boxing – same – 
Christmas – first – previous – present – other – sunny – 
wedding – valentine – rainy - working – last – hot  

9 Man young – old – tall – dead – big– married – middle-aged 
– poor – handsome – older – white – rich – thin – 
bearded – blind – younger – loved – nice – fat – honest 
– black – elderly   

10 World third – second – Arab – real – first – largest – east – 
whole – western – modern – developing – wide   

Table 6 The students' extraction of the adjectives 
collocating with the most frequent 10 nouns in the BNC, using 
the COLLOCATION function 

Then, participants were asked to answer the fill-in-the-gap 
activity in Table 1, which they had attempted earlier (post-test). 
This is followed by a number of activities including the following.  
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Activity 1 

Students were asked to form groups of four and use the 
random collections of concordances provided below to identify 
collocational patterns (adjective + noun).  

Sample 1 Random collection of concordances of time 
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Sample 2 Random collection of concordances of people 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample 3 Random collection of concordances of way 
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Sample 4 Random collection of concordances of years 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample 5 Random collection of concordances of year 
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Sample 6 Random collection of concordances of work 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sample 7 Random collection of concordances of government 
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Sample 8 Random collection of concordances of day 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample 9 Random collection of concordances of man 
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Sample 10 Random collection of concordances of world 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity 2 

 

Students were asked to use each pattern [adjective + noun] they 
have extracted in Activity 1 to produce at least two sentences of 
their own. 

 

Note that this activity requires students to go beyond just 
identifying the patterns in the concordance lines and come up with 
their own sentences, i.e., put these patterns into use.  
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5. Conclusion  

 

The research question addressed in this paper (i.e., 'Would 
the use of corpus-aided discovery learning activities have an impact 
on extending the scope of students' vocabulary?') was clearly 
answered in the discussion of the task. We have presented an 
example for the possibility of using a corpus-aided discovery 
learning (CADL) approach in teaching/learning vocabulary. The 
use of CADL activities in the classroom was quite advantageous 
since they allowed students to examine the vocabulary in their 
natural context, to learn vocabulary in frequently occurring 
combinations and to store a variety of expressions that they may not 
be able to create by themselves. The effectiveness of the CADL 
approach was confirmed by the wider scope of the vocabulary used 
by students after the task as compared to their narrow choices of 
vocabulary items before using the CADL approach.  

This paper provides a practical example of how corpora can 
be put to use in the English language classroom. Corpus data are 
resources that provide descriptive insights relevant to how people 
use language and provide tools that enable learners to analyse how 
people use different language forms. The use of the CADL 
approach provides learners with the possibility to enrich their 
vocabulary by increasing the number of adjectives they can use 
with each noun. It also provides learners with access to some 
information about the culture of the British people from the 
authentic material4. It also accords with the principles of data-
driven learning and promotes students' discovery-based learning by 

                                                 
4 In one of the concordances of the noun 'day', the participants came 
across the pattern 'Boxing day' and we discussed the significance of this 
day in British culture. Boxing Day is a holiday celebrated on the day 
after Christmas Day, i.e., the 26th of December. Currently, Boxing Day is 
primarily known as a shopping holiday since it is characterised by huge 
discounts on most items in the shops.  
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encouraging them to detect linguistic patterns by themselves. It 
should be noted that the learning activities employed in this study 
are consistent with the current principles of language learning 
theory, that is, learners develop more autonomy when they receive 
guidance about how to observe language and detect patterns. 
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